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Member List (Sep 2010 - Aug 2011)

Officers/Coordinators:
• President: Jiwei Huang
• Vice-President: Thanveer Sakeer
• Secretary: Chen Zang
• Treasurer: Xiaoyue Ma

Members:
Ramona Bhatt
Xiaodong Chen
Wenwen Gu
Byeongil Kim
Ruogu Qin
Joshua Revell
Junhua Tang

Qian Wang
Kang Wei
Shiyou Xu
Songbo Xu
Hansong Zeng
Leilei Zhang
Xu Zhang
Zhichun Zhang
What we have done to advertise our chapter and activities

• Made flyer for each activity and displayed them at advertisement boards

• Advertise our activities through Student Organization Insider which is a subscribable weekly news email from OSU Union (Center for Student Leadership and Service)

• Have the activities displayed on The Ohio Union Activities Board

• Connected with other student organizations to spread out our activity flyer and emails
  • Ohio BMES chapter
  • Biophysics student organization
  • IEEE chapter
Activity: Involvement Fairs

Flyer for the event

- SPIE: Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
- SPIE is a non-profit international society for the exchange, collection and dissemination of knowledge in optics, photonics, and imaging engineering.
- OSU SPIE Student Chapter: We are engineers playing light!

Why do you join us?
- Benefits of Joining OSU SPIE Student Chapter:
  - Interact with many optics labs in OSU
  - Access to the Visiting Lecturer Program—face to face interact with world-class scientists and engineers
  - Eligible for SPIE travel grant and scholarship
  - Free SPIE courses
  - Network with people in other International SPIE Student Chapters
  - Build up your own professional workshop

Upcoming activities:
- Professional Development Workshop
  - Topic: Meeting and Interacting with People on a Professional Level
  - Lecture by Dr. Betty L. Anderson, Department of Electrical Engineering
  - Topic: Introduction to CCD optics and optics research
  - End of year picnic

Contact information:
- Jiawei Huang, President of OSU SPIE Chapter, Huang.544@osu.edu
- Tianheer Sangeeth, sangeeth.1@buckeyemail.osu.edu

Resources:
- SPIE website: http://spie.org/
- SPIE Chapter website: http://spie.org/1727.html

- September, 2010, OSU oval
- April, 2011, Student Organization Center, Ohio Union at OSU
- Our student chapter participated in these two involvement fairs to advertise our chapter, recruit new members and interact with other student organizations at OSU.
Activity: Talk by Prof. Betty Anderson

Flyer for the talk

Oct 18th, 2010

This is a talk given by Prof. B. Anderson.

The purpose of this event is to:

(1) Help new graduate students to know what optics research is conducted at OSU;

(2) Enhance the communication between optics researcher at OSU

(3) Advertise SPIE student and OSU optics Club
Photos of Anderson Talk

Prof. Anderson giving a talk for OSU SPIE student chapter

Engaged audience
ACTIVITY: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP

Flyer for the workshop

Time: Dec 10th, 2010

This is an event for the students to learn essential skills for their career development.

We invited two speakers, one from OSU and another from outside OSU.
Workshop 1: Meeting and Interacting with People on a Professional Level

Speaker: Denise Pietzsch, Executive Director, Etiquette and Protocol Image Consultants, LLC

What our members and students learned: how to make a powerful first impression - professional presence, eye contact, hand Shaking, voice tone, small Talk, appropriate business attire, body language, remembering names and more.

Ms. D. Pietzsch hosting the workshop
Workshop 2: ‘Human Operating System’ and Team Building

Speaker: Amy Watson, Culture Facilitator, Office of Human Resources at Ohio State

What our members and students learned: how to manage personal energy and moods, understanding where our behaviors come from, and understanding the impact of filters, selective perception, and blind spots.

Ms. A. Watson hosting the workshop

Student members were discussing with each other during the workshop
OTHER ACTIVITIES (FROM SEP 2011– AUG 2012)

• End of year BBQ party, Liberty Park, Sep 10, 2011
  • New member recruiting,

• SPIE Photonics West, San Francisco, Jan 2012
  • 3 attendees, 4 presentations

• Panel discussion on biomedical optics research project at OSU, March 2012
  • Speakers:
    • Prof. Ronald Xu: Would imaging
    • Prof. Guangqiang Li: vision optics
    • Prof. Yi Zhao: insect-mammal hybrid eye
    • Visiting Prof. Shiwu Zhang from China: multi-view imaging
  • Students:
    • >15 students attended
THANK YOU